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The UV luminosity function (LF) reflects the growth 
of galaxies over cosmic time.

Finkelstein et al. (2015)

Limited to redshifts less than z ~ 9

Limit is from the FoV and depth of HST



The Millennium Simulation Project

Galaxies are not 
spread out 
nicely; they are 
attached to the 
cosmic web

cosmic variance



Multiple major JWST programs will measure the luminosity 
function to very high redshift (z ~ 12+)

Program 
Name

~Area 
arcmin^2

~Mag
lim

WDEEP 10 30.75

CEERS 100 29

JADES 236 29.5

PRIMER 695 29.5

PANORAMIC
(parallel)

1500 <29.5

Roman SN 
Deep

15,000 29

Roman SN
Wide

68,500 28 *not actual survey geometries



How does cosmic variance affect the luminosity function?
Program 
Name

~Area 
arcmin^2

~Mag
lim

WDEEP 10 30.75

CEERS 100 29

JADES 236 29.5

PRIMER 695 29.5

PANORAMIC
(parallel)

1500 <29.5

Roman SN 
Deep

15,000 29

Roman SN
Wide

68,500 28

Trapp & Furlanetto (2020)



Roman will 
defeat cosmic 
variance

*scaling is approximateThe Millennium Simulation Project



*scaling is approximateThe Millennium Simulation Project

Cosmic variance 
is not just a 
nuisance! 

It’s the 
underlying 
structure of 
galaxy formation



But, we can’t see this underlying structure…

We can only see the galaxies that populate it.



If we knew the underlying dark matter density of a galaxy 
survey region, we could correlate it with:

● Number of LAEs in field (see Lucia’s talk) 
and the larger context of reionization

● The star-formation history of galaxies 
and/or other galaxy properties

● The shape of the luminosity function

● Number of Quasars, and more...

We could begin to understand the growth of 
the galaxy population in the context of the 
cosmic web.



Can we measure underlying dark matter densities of 
distinct volumes from the galaxies within them?

I say: Yes! But you need:
1. A model of cosmic variance: How dark matter density changes the luminosity function.

a. Trapp & Furlanetto (2020) (analytic)
b. Ucci et al.(2020) (simulation)
c. Bhowmick et al.(2020) (simulation)

2. A framework to use that model to extract the underlying density of a survey volume by 
comparing its local luminosity function to the average luminosity function (Trapp et al. 
2021).

3. ***A good measurement of the average luminosity function. 
a. Roman + JWST



Rest of talk: How Roman will help measure the LF



Simulate these surveys from redshifts 6-12:

Program 
Name

~Area 
arcmin^2

~Mag
lim

WDEEP 10 30.75

CEERS 100 29

JADES 236 29.5

PRIMER 695 29.5

PANORAMIC
(parallel)

1500 <29.5

Roman SN 
(old)

32,000 28.8

Simulation includes:

● “True” LF: extrap. from Finkelstein et al.(2015)
● Cosmic variance effects
● Poisson noise effects
● Completeness function similar to Hubble 

(a simplification we explore more in the paper)



Input LF from Finkelstein et al.(2015) extrapolation

RSN: 9 deg^2 to 28.8

The bright-end of the luminosity function is important



RSN: 9 deg^2 to 28.8

The bright-end is especially important at higher-z

Input LF from Finkelstein et al.(2015) extrapolation



We fit these data points to a Schechter function to 
see how well this suite of surveys will constrain 
parameters.



The bright-end of the luminosity function is important

Normalization Faint end slope Exponential cut-off

Trapp et al.(2021)



Conclusions

● Cosmic variance is an obstacle in measuring the average LF.
● Roman will 

○ defeat cosmic variance, and
○ probe the important bright end of the LF.

● Combining this much-improved average LF with models of cosmic variance will 
allow us to measure the dark matter environments of individual volumes.

● We will turn an enemy into an ally, and begin to tie galaxies and their 
properties to the larger context of the cosmic web.



Thank you for listening!

email: atrapp@astro.ucla.edu


